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InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.
This book addresses the web services arena with a specific agenda of providing information right from covering the fundamental
aspects to its deployment and implementation issues. The content is introductory in nature, and covers not only the technology
aspects, but also highlights the application scenarios across the industry. In order to illustrate the potential of web services, a case
study exemplifying the Financial and Banking Services industry has been chosen for presentation the book.
J.D. Edwards Software holds 3rd place in the Enterprise Software market, and is expected to move up in rank over in the next few
years. Written by J.D. Edwards insiders and OneWorld professionals making this book unbeatable in terms of coverage and
authoritative information.
Overviews enterprise system (ES) opportunities and challenges and suggests the ESs are not the right choice for every company.
Provides a set of guidelines to help managers evaluate the benefits and risks of ES implementation, stressing that an organization
must make simultaneous changes in its information systems, business processes, and business strategy. Such changes are
described in detail with extensive examples from real organizations, demonstrating that ESs should be viewed as business rather
than technology projects. Davenport is director of a consulting institute and professor of information management at Boston
University. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier provider of information, intelligence and insight for network
and IT executives responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations. Readers are responsible for
designing, implementing and managing the voice, data and video systems their companies use to support everything
from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce.
Get Started with Oracle Fusion Development Written by a Group Product Manager at Oracle, this Oracle Press guide
gets you up and running quickly with your first Oracle Fusion applications. Quick Start Guide to Oracle Fusion
Development provides only the essential information you need to build applications in a matter of hours. Rapidly learn the
building blocks and functionality you’ll use most of the time. The progression of topics closely matches the application
building process, taking you through a typical developer scenario from start to completion. Quick Start Guide to Oracle
Fusion Development features Concise and friendly format providing the essentials needed to start building applications
right away Chapters that build on each other to illustrate a typical development scenario from start to finish Unique author
insights gained from hours of one-on-one meetings with customers and work in Oracle’s usability labs The perfect entry
point to Oracle Fusion development Introduction to Fusion and the Fusion Technologies; Introduction to JDeveloper and
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Oracle ADF; Finding your Way Around JDeveloper; Building Business Services; Introducing ADF Business Components;
The Role of the Entity; A View of your Data – The View Object; The Application Module; Implementing Business Service
Validation; More View Object Features; Building the User Interface; Introducing ADF Face Rich Client; ADF Model;
Building Typical ADF Pages; Building Application Flow; Menus, Toolbars and Buttons; Advanced UI Techniques; Data
Visualization and Other Rich UI Components; Application Look and Feel; Common Coding Patterns; Common Business
Service Coding Examples; Common View Coding Examples
This text has been written for the new and experienced OneWorld professionals who need to use and get the most from the Object
Management Workbench (OMW). It provides the fundamentals and details behind the business and technical information about OMW,
alongside practical advice and special sections containing proven tips and recommendations for successful usage of OMW.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research
form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.

Delivers sophisticated technical knowledge necessary for third party and customized application development and
deployment within a more flexible architecture. Includes reusable code and a standard preconfiguration which can be
adapted to the specific business needs of the company in which it is being installed. Special "Developer's Corner"
sections provide real-world/practical development advice for creating great software in the most efficient way.
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